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SHAPE FIBRATIONS AND FIBER SHAPE

EQUIVALENCES, II

By

Hisao Kato

0. Introduction.

In [2] and [3],Corarn and Duvall introduced the notion of approximate fibrations

and they characterized this in terms of movability conditions for maps. Mardesic

and Rushing [11] denned shape fibrations and showed that for compact ANR's,

those agree with approximate fibrations. In [8], we defined fiber fundamental

sequences and fiber shape equivalences.

In this paper, we show that fiber fundamental sequences have shape theoretic

properties analogous to the homotopy theoretic properties of fiber maps. In parti-

cular, we prove the following:

(1) Let E and B be compacta and let B be an FAR. Then a map p: E->B

is a shape fibrationif and only if p is shape trivial.

(2) A proper map p: E->B between locally compact, separable metric ANR's

is an approximate fibrationif and only if p is locally shape trivial.

(3) Let p: E-+B be a shape fibration from a compactum £ to a connected

compact ANR B and let p': E'―>B be an approximate fibration between compact

ANR's. Then a fiber map f:E~->E' over B is a fiber shape equivalence over B if

and only if for some bosB, f＼p~1(bo):p~1(bo)-+p'~1(bo)is a shape equivalence.

It is assumed that all spaces are metrizable and all maps are continuous. If

x and y are points of a metric space, d{x,y) denotes the distance from x to y. For

maps /, g: X->F of compacta, d(f, g)―sup {d(f(x),g(x))＼xeX＼.We denote by / the

unit interval [0,1] and by Q the Hilbert cube. A proper map p: E-+B between

locally compact, separable metric ANR's is an approximate fibration[2] if given an

open cover HJ of B, a space X and maps h＼X-*E, H: Xxl~+B such that ph=H0,

then there is a homotopy H:XxI-≫E such that H0=h and pH and i7are 'U-close,

where Ht(x)=H(x,t). Let E=(Et, qtj)and B = (Bi,nj) be inverse sequences of com-

pacta and let p=(pi) be a sequence of maps pi: Ei->Bi. p : E-+B is a level map if

for any i and j^i, piqij=rijpj. A map p: E->B between compacta is a shape fibra-

tion[11] if there is a level map p :E-^-B of compact ANR-sequences with invlim£'=

E, invlim B=B and invlim p =p satisfying the following property; for each i and
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s>0 there is j^i and <5>0 such that
Lfor

any space X and any maps k:X->Ej,

H:XxI-*Bj with d(pjh,H0)<8, there is a homotopy H:XxI-≫Ei such that

d(H0,qijh)<£ and d(piH,rtjH)<.e. Such a pair (£/,<5)is called a lifting pair for

(£",;,e). Let £ and E' and Z? be compacta in the Hilbert cube Q and let p: Q-*Q

and p': Q-+Q be extensions of maps p: E-+B and p': E'-≫B, respectively. A

fundamental sequence (see [1]) /={/,, E,Er}Q,Q is a fiber fundamental sequence

over B [8] if for any s>0 and any neighborhood U' of E' in Q there is a neigh-

borhood U of E in Q and a positive integer n0 such that for each n^n0 there

is a homotopy F: Uxl-+Uf such that Fo=fno＼U, F1=fn＼Uand d{p'F{x,t＼p{x))<e,

xeU, tel. A. fiber fundamental sequence f={fnE,E'}QtQ over i? is fiberIiomotopic

to a fiber fundamental sequence g = {gn,E,E%,Q over I? (fc^Lg) if for any e>C

and any neighborhood U' of E1'in Q there is a neighborhood C/ of E in Q and a

positive integer w0 such that for each n^n0 there is a homotopy K:UxI->U'

such that K0=fn＼U, Ki = gn＼U and d(p'K{x,t),p{x))<e, x£U, tsl. A map^rE-^i

over 5 is /zfo?fs^ff^ equivalent to a map //: E'―>B over i? if there are fiber

fundamental sequences over B f={fn,E,E'}QiQ and q = {gn,E',E}Q,Q such thai

gf C^L ＼e and /g c^i.1e>, where 1E denotes a fiber fundamental sequence over L
"' B B
induced by the identity 1e :E-+E. Such / is called a fiber shape equivalence ove)

B. A map p: E-+B is shape trivialif p is fiber shape equivalent to the projectior

n:p~l{b)xB-≫B for some beB. A map p:E->B is shape shrinkable if p induces 2

fiber shape equivalence from p to the identity 1b- Obviously if a map p: E―≫Bis

shape shrinkable, p is shape trivial. Note that a map p: E-≫B is shape shrinkable

iff t>is a hereditary shape eauivalence (see F8. Corollarv 3.51).

1. Fiber weak dominations preserve shape fibrations.

In [8, Corollary 3.6],we show that fiber shape equivalences preserve shape

fibrations. In this section, we show that fiber weak dominations preserve shape

fibrations. Also, we give a condition for a map, which implies that the map is an

approximate fibration. First, we have the following, (see [8] for the definition of

Proposition 1.1. Let p: E-^B and p': Er-+B be maps between compacta and

p'.E-^-B be a shape fibration. Let f={fn,E, E'}q,q be a fiberfundamental sequence

over B which is a weak domination in shape category (see [4]). Then f is a fiber

weak domination if and only if p': E'->B is a shape fibration.

Proof. By [8, Lemma 2.1],it is enough to give the proof of necessity. Let

p : Q-*Q and £':Q-+Q be extensions of p and />',respectively. By induction, we
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can choose decreasing sequences of compact ANR-neighborhoods {En}, {En'} and

{Bn} of E,E' and B, respectively such that r＼En=E, C＼En'= Er and f＼Bn=B and

^ ^
n=i n-i n=l

p(En)dBn, p'(En')c:Bn. Let s>0 and i be a positive integer. Since / is a fiber

fundamental sequence, there is jo^i such that

(1) for any k^j0, there is a homotopy GJo,k:EJoxI->E/ such that

Gjo.ic(x,O)=fJo(x),GJo,t(x,l)=Mx) for xqEJo and

(2) d(p(x),p'GJo,k(x,t))<el6 for xeEJo, HI.

Since p:E-*B is a shape fibration,there is j＼= h an^ <3i>0 such that (Ej^di) is a

lifting pair for (£/0,e/6).Since / is a fiber weak domination, there is jz^ji and a

map g:Ej'2-+Ejx and a homotopy K＼E/,xI-*Ei' such that

(3) d{pg{x),p'{x))<82=8ij2, xeE/2,

(4) ^,O)-^,ir(^l)-/;-og(x), ^e^ and

(5) d(pf(x),prK(x,t))<el§, xeE/2,tsI.

Let h:X->E/2 be a map and let H: XxI-+BJ2 be a homotopy such that

(6) d(p'h(x),H(x,0))<d2≪el6) iorxeX.

By (3) and (6), we have

(7) d(pgh(x),H(x, 0))^d(pgh(x), p'h{x))+ d{p'li{x),II(x,0))<o2 +52=5,.

By [11, Proposition 1], we may assume that there is a homotopy H': Xx I->Eja

such that

(8) H'(x,0) = gh{x), xqX and

(9) d(H(x,t),pH'(x,t))<el6, x£X, Hi.

Define a homotopy H":XxI^Ei' by H"=fJoIT. Then, by (2) and (9),

(10) d($'H"{x, t),H{x, t))=d($'fhH＼x, t),H(x, t))

^d(p'fhH＼x, t),pH＼x, t))+d(pH＼x, t),H(x, /))

<£/6+£/6=£/3? xeX, HI.

By (4),(5),(6) and (8),

(11) K{h{x),Q)=h{x), K(h(x),l)=fj0gHx)=/Jomx,O) = H"(x,0),

(12) d(p'K(h(x),t),H(x, 0))^d(j)'K(h(x),t),p'h(x))+d(p;h(x), H(x, 0))

<£/6+ £/6=£/3, x£X, HI.

Since X is a metric space, there is a map s: X->(0,1] such that

(13) diam H(x X [0,s(^)])< e/3 .
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By (11), we can define a homotopy II: Xxl-+E%' by

(K(h(x),2t/s(x)), 0^t^s(x)/2 ,

(14) H(x, *)=
|
H"(x, 2t-s{x)), s{x)j2SJ^s(x) ,

iH"(x,t), s(x)^t^l.

Then by (10),(12) and (13), we have H(x,Q) = h(x) and d(p'H{xJ)),H(x,t))<s for

xqX, tsl. Hence p':Ef-^B is a shape fibration. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1.2. Fiber shape dominations preserve shape fibrations.

In the following proposition, the implication (l)->(2)is a special case of M. Jani

[7, Theorem 5.2]. Here we give the direct proof.

Proposition 1.3. Let E and B be compacta and let B be an FAR. Then, for

a map p: E->B the following are equivalent.

(1) p is a shape fibration.

(2) p is shape trivial.

Proof. (2)->(l)follows from Corollary 1.2. We shall prove (l)->(2). Embed

B into the Hilbert cube Q as a Z-set. Since p: E-^B is a shape fibrationand B is

an FAR, we may assume that there are compact ANR neighborhoods {AU-0,1.2,...

and {£i}i=0,i,2,-of B and E in Q, respectively such that

(1) each Bi is horaeomorphic to Q, B0oBiZ)B2Z)---, Eq'dEi'dEz'D--- and r＼Bi=

5, C＼Et= E,

(2) p(Ei)c:Bi, where />:Q-*Q is an extension of />,and p=(p＼Ei): E = (Ei)-+B =

(Bt) has the HLP and (z + 1) is a lifting index for i (see [11, Theorem 2]).

Let Fi = {p＼Ei)-＼b).bzB. Then r＼BiXFt=Bxp-l(b). Now we shall show that for

i =o
k = 0,1,2, ･･･,there are maps/* : Bik^2xF4k+2~^E＼k, gk : Eiac+^-^Bik+2xFik+2 and homo-

topies Hk:Eia+i)Xl-+Eik, Kk: Bia+^+iXFi<ik+i:)+2xI-+Bl[k+-iXFAk+z such that

(3) pfk{y,x) ―y, (y,x) B4k+2xF4k^,

nik+2gk(x)=p{x), x£EHkvl) , where nik+2: Biki2xFik+2-^Bik+2 is the pro-

jection,

(4) Hk(x,0) = x, Hk{x,l)=fkgk(x), xGEnt-m,

(5) /&(≪,0) = z, Kk(z,l)=gkfk+l(z), zeBiOc+1)+2xFuk+1)+i,

(6) pHk(x,t) = p(x), xeEtat+li, Ul and
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Since Bi = Q, there is a homotopy Ch: BiXl->Bt such that

(7) Gi(y,0)= y, Gi(.y,l)= b, ysBt.

Let lk:Bik^xFik+2->Eik+2 and L&: BikrzXFik+2xI-*Bik+2 be defined by

(8) U(y,x) = x, (y,x)£Bik+2xFik+2 and

(9) Lk((y,x),t)=Gik+2(y,t), (y,x)£Bik+2xFik+2, tel.

Then we have

(10) Lk((y,x),l)=Gik+2(y, D=b = plt(y,x).

By HLP, there is a homotopy L&: fiu+sX^xMu+i such that

(11) Lk((y,x),l)=lk(y,x)=x, (y,x)£B4k+2xFik+2 and

(12) pLk=Lk.

We define/*:54*+2xF4*+g->£4*+iC;E4* by

(13) Mv,x) = Lk(y,x,0).
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Then pfk{y,x)=pLk(y,x,O) = Lk(y,x,O)-y. Let rk be the identity of Z^a+o and

Rk:Eivc+i)Xl-+Biik+i) be defined by

(14) Rk(x,t)=Gia+1)(p{x),t), xeEiik+≫, tsl.

Then we have

(15) Rk(x,0)^Gi(k+l)(P(x),0)^p(x)=^prk(x).

Hence, there is a homotopy $*: Eiik+≫xI-+Eik+z such that

(16) Rk(x,0)=rk(x)―x, xgEhh+1) and

(17) 0k=Rk.

We define gk: Ei(k+o->Bik+sXF4k+3QBik+2XFik+z by

(18) gk(x)^(p(x),fik(x,l)).

Then nik+zgk(x)=p(x). Also, we shall construct homotopies Hk'-Eiik+i^xI->Enc

Let ^:£4(ttl)x(/x0Ulx/U/xlh£un be defined by

(19) (p(x,t,Q)= Rk(x,t), <p(x,t,l)--=Lk{p{x),Rk(x,l)J) and

(20) <p(x,l,s)=Rk(x,l).

Then <p(x,0,0)= Rk(x,0)=x, <p(x,0,l)=Lk(p(x),Rk(x,l),0)=fkgk(x). Since Bik+l^Q

there is a map 0:£4(t+i)X/x/->fi4t+i such that

(21) 0|£4(*+oX(/xOUlX/U/xl) = /i(0 and
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(22) 0(x,O,s)=p(x),s£l.

By HLP, thereis a horaotopy R:EHk+i)XlxI->Eik such that

(23) 0＼EHk+l)x(IxO＼JlxIUlxl) = (p and

(24) #? = $.

Define Hk:EiXk+≫xI->Eik by

(25) #*(a;,s)= #(a?,0,s).

Obviously, Hk satisfies (4) and (6). By the same way as above, we obtain

Kk: £4(fc+n+2XJF4(jfc+1)+2xI->BiMxFik+2 satisfying (5) and (6).

Now, choose a decreasing sequence {£*}*=o,1,2,...of positive numbers such that

limej; = 0. By (3), (5), and (6), we can easily see that for k―0,1,2, ･･･ there are

compact ANR neighborhoods Pik+2 of Fik+2 in Q and extensions fk: Bik+ZxFik+2->

Eik and Kk: Biac+i)+zXFilik+1)+zxI^-Bik+2XFik+z of fk and Kk, respectively such

that r＼Fik+2 = f＼Fik+2=p-l(b) and

(26) d(jfrfk(y,x),y)<£k, i.y,x)£Bik+2xFikl2 and

(27) Rt(z,O) = z, Rt(z,l)=gjk+i(z) and

d(iiik+zKic(z,t),%4(.k+i)+i(z))<ek,zeBiac+1)+ixFHk+i)+z, tsl, where

^u+2: B4k+zXFik+2-*-B4k+2 is the projection.

By (3), (4), (6), (26), (27) and Borsuk's homotopy extension theorem, we can easily

see that there are fiber fundamental sequences over B f={fn,Bxp~1(b),E}QXQ,Q

and g = {gn,E,Bxp-＼b)}Q,QXQ induced by {/*}*=0,i.2....and {#*}*=<>,1,2,..,respectively

such that gf ^lIbxp-hi≫ and fg ^-^ Ik. This completes the proof.

In [3], D. Coram and P. Duvall introduced the notion of movability for maps

and they characterized approximate fibrationsin terms of the movability condition.

A proper map p: E-+B between locally compact, separable metric spaces is com-

pletelymovable [3] if for each beB and each neighborhood U of the fiberFb=p~l(b)

in E there is a neighborhood V of Fb in U such that if Fe=p~l(c)is any fiberin

V and W is any neighborhood of Fe in V, then there is a homotopy //: VxI-*U

such that Mx,0)=x, HIx,l)eW for xeFand H(x,t)=x for xeFe, tel.

Theorem [3, Theorem 3.9]. For a proper map p: E-+B between locallycompact,

separable metric ANR's, then p is an approximate fibrationif and only if p is com-

pletelymovable.
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Now, we give another condition. A proper map p: E->B between locally com-

pact, separable metric spaces is locally shape trivialif for each b£B there is a

compact neighborhood V of b in B such that p＼p~＼V):p~＼V)-*V is shape trivial

We have the foliowine1.

Theorem 1.4. For a proper map p: E->B between locally compact, separable

metric ANR's, then p is an approximate fibrationif and only if p is locally shape

Proof. Suppose that p is an approximate fibration. Define a map pxlQ:Ex

Q-*BxQ by (pxlQ)(e,q) = (p(e),q) for ezE, qsQ, where Q=fj h (£= [0,1]) and con-

sider the map p: E-+B as the restriction />xla|£x{Q}: £x{0}-≫i?X{0}, where 0=

(0,0, ･･･) c. Choose any point bzB. Since BxQ is a Q-manifold, there is a com-

pact neighborhood W of (b, 0) in f?xQ such that If is homeomorphic to Q. Since

PxIq is an approximate fibration and W is of trivial shape and the restriction of

a shape fibration is a shape fibration, by Proposition 1.3 pxlo＼{pxlQ)~＼W) :(px

le)"1^)-*^ is shape trivial. By [8, Proposition 1.7], the restriction pxlQ＼(pX

lg)-1(Wrn5x{0}):(/>xlc)-I(Tfn5x{0})-≫.prn5x{0} is shape trivial. Note that (px

lQ)-1(b,0)=p1(b)X{0}. This implies that p is locally shape trivial

Conversely, suppose that p is locally shape trivial. We shall show that p is

completely movable. Let boeB and U be any neighborhood of Fbo in E. Since p

is locally shape trivial, there is a compact neighborhood Bx of b0 in B such that

p＼p~＼Bl):p~＼Bi)-^Bi is shape trivial. By [8, Proposition 1.7], we may assume that

p~＼Bi)cU. Choose a neighborhood B2<z.Bi of b0 in B such that for any czB2 there

is a homotopy Hc: B2xI->B1 such that Hc(b, 0) = b, Hc(b, l) ―c, for beB2 and i7c(c,0 =

c, for £ /. Let V―p-l(B?). Let Fc be any fiber in V and If be any neighborhood

of Fc in V. Define a homotopy G: Vxl-^B, by G(e,t) = He(p(e),t), for e F, fe/.

Since />:£"->-Bis a proper map, there is a positive number e>0 such that p"1(B(c;e))c

W, where B(c; e)= {beB＼d(b,c)<s}. By Corollary 1.2, />|/r'(£,)-.p^B^B, is a shape

fibration. By [12, Proposition 1 and Remark 1], there is a homotopy H: VxI->U

such that H(e,0) = e, d(pH(e,t),G(e,t))<e, for <?gF, tel and H{e,t) = e, for eGFe,teL

Clearly, i7(Fx{l})c!F. Thus ^) is completely movable, hence p is an approximate

Remark 1.5. In the statement of Theorem 1.4, if E is not an ANR, we can

not replace approximate fibration by shape fibration. Let E be the continuum

which consists of all points in the plane having the polar coordinates (r, 8) for

which r―1, r=2 or r=(2+ee)l(l+ee) and B be the unit circle in the plane. Define

a map p: E~>B by p{r,0) ―(l,0). Since p is a locally trivial fiber space with totally
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disconnected fibers,it is locally shape trivial. But, p is not a shape ftbration(see

[13, p. 641]).

2. Fiber shape equivalences and shape of fibers.

In this section, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let p: E^B be a shape fibration from a compactum E to a con-

nected compact ANR B and let p': E'-^-B be an approximate fibration between com-

pact ANR's. Then a fiber map f: E-~>E' over B is a fiber shape equivalence over

B if and only if for some bo£B, f＼p~l{b0):p~l(ba)-+p'-＼bQ)is a shape equivalence.

We need the following propositions.

Proposition 2.2. Let p: E-+B and p': Ef~+B be shape fibrations between com-

pacta and let f~{fn, E, E'}q,q be a fiber fundamental sequence over B. If B is a

pointed 1-movable continuum and for some bo B, f＼p~l(ba)= {fr,,,p~＼bo),pf~＼bo)}Q,Qis

a shape equivalence, then for any bzB, f＼p~＼b)is a shape equivalence.

Sketch of the proof. By the same way as the proof of [10, Theorem 2], there

are fundamental equivalences g = {gnyp"1(b),p'＼h0)}Q,Q and h ―{hn,p'~＼ba),p'~＼b)}o,Q.

Since / is a fiber fundamental sequence over B and p': E'-+B is a shape fibration,

by the constructions of g and h we can conclude that h°f＼p~1(b0)°gis homotopic

to f＼p~＼b). Hence f＼p"＼b) is a shape equivalence (cf. Proposition 1.3).

Note that if B is an FAR and a Z-set in the Hilbert cube Q. there is a decreasing

sequence Bi~dB2'dBs^d---, of compact neighborhoods of B in Q such that f＼Bi ―B
■i=1

and each Bi is homeomorphic to Q. The proof of

similar to one of Proposition 1.3 and Proposition 2.2.

the following proposition is

Hence we omit it.

Proposition 2.3. Let p: E-+B and p1: E'-*B be shape fibrations between com-

pacta and let /={/≫, E, E'}Q,Q be a fiber fundamental sequence over B. If B is an

FAR and for some bo£B, f＼p'l(bo) is a shape equivalence, then f is a fiber shape

equivalence over B.

Proposition 2.4. Let p: E-+B and p': E'->B be shape fibrations between com-

pacta and let f: E-+E' be a fiber map over B. Suppose that B is a continuum with

a finite closed cover {Bi}i^U2,-n consisting of FAR's such that for each subset
s

{iuh, ･･･&'≪}c{l,2,･･･≪},C＼Bif is a pointed 1-movable continuum (it may be the empty

s
set) and it has a finite fundamental dimension (i.e.,Fd (C＼B%,) < oo). If there is a

i=＼ J
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point bo£B such that Fd (p~1(b<>))<ooi the number of the components of p~x{bQ) is

finite, each component is pointed 1-movable and f＼p~l(b0):p~l{bo)-*p'~＼bo)is a shape

equivalence, then f is a {strong) shape equivalence.

Proof. Since B is a pointed 1-movable continuum, by Proposition 2.2 for any

beB, f＼p~＼b)is a shape equivalence. Hence for any beB, Sh (p~l(b))=Sh.(p'-1(b)) =

Sh (p~l(b0)). In particular, the number of the components of p'~＼b)is equal to one

of p-＼b0), each component of p'~＼b)is pointed 1-movable and Fd (p-＼b)) = ＼d(p'-＼b))

= FdQ!r1(&o))<oo. By Proposition 2.3, f＼p-1(Bi):p-1(Bt)-+pf-＼Bi) is a fiber shape

equivalence over Bi for each i=l,2,---n. By [8, Proposition 1.7], f＼p~＼C＼Bih;

S s
P~＼C＼Bij)-*p'~l{C＼Bi}) is a (unpointed) shape equivalence. By Proposition 1.3, we

easily
s

see that p'~l{f＼Bij) has a finite components and each components of

pf-＼f＼Bii)is pointed 1-movable. By [5, Theorem 3.6],f＼p-＼f＼Bij)is a pointed

s s
shape equivalence for each x p"l{r＼Bi.). Also, by Proposition 1.3 Fd (p~＼r＼Bii))=

FdC^-'cA^Xoo. By [6, Theorem 7.3],f＼p~l
s

(Pi Btj) is a strong shape equival-

3 = 1

ence. By the proof of [9, Theorem], we can conclude that / is a (strong) shape

equivalence. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Define maps /xlQ: ExQ--+E'xQ, pxlQ:ExQ->Bx

Q and p'xlo:E'xQ^BxQ by (fxla)(e,q) = {f{e),q),(pxl9)(e,q) = (p(e),q)and (p'x

lQ){e',q)=-{p'{er),q)for eeE, e'sE' and qsQ=f[ h where 7i= [0,l]. Consider the

map /: E->E' as the restriction/xlQ|Ex{0}: £x{0}-hE?x{0}, where 0=(0,0, -)eQ.

Note that /xle is a fiber map over BxQ and Z?xQ is a compact Q-manifold. By

the trianguiation theorem for Q-manifolds, we may assume that BxQ ―KxQ,
n

where K is a finitepolyhedron. Then KxQ = ＼JUiXQldi is a simplex of K＼, for

some positive integer n. Note that /xlcj(/>xle)^(&0,0) is a shape equivalence.

By [12, Corollary 2],(p'xlQ)-＼b0,0) is a pointed FANR, hence (^xl^-'C&o.O) is so.

Obviously Fd((/>xlQ)-1(&0,0))<oo. By Proposition 2.4, we can conclude that fx

1q'.ExQ->E'xQ is a shape equivalence. By [8, Theorem 2.3],fxlQ is a fiber

shape equivalence over BxQ. By [8, Proposition 1.7],f:E->Ef is a fiber shape

equivalence over B. This completes the proof.

By [8, Theorem 2.3, Corollary 3.5 and 3.6]and Theorem 2.1, we have following

thp.nrp.m.

Theorem 2.5. Let p: E-+B be a map from a compactum E to a compact ANR

B. Then thefollowingare equivalent.

(1) p is a cell-likeshape fibration.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

Hisao Kato

p is a shape fibration and a shape equivalence

p is shape shrinkable.

p is a hereditary shape equivalence.

Remark 2.6. In the statement of Theorem 2.5, the assumption about B can-

not be omitted. Edwards and Hastings (Springer Lecture Note, Vol. 542, Berlin,

1976, pp. 196-200) give an example of a cell-like shape fibration p: E->B which

fails to be a shape equivalence.

Remark 2.7. In the statement (1) of Theorem 2.5, we cannot replace shape

fibration by strong shape equivalence. It is well-known that there is a cell-like

map p: E-+Q from a continuum E to the Hilbert cube Q which fails to be a shape

equivalence (see [14]). By taking the cone C(E) and C(Q)=Q over £and Q, respec-

tively, we have a map C(p):C(E)^C(Q)=Q which is a cell-like map. Clearly, C(p)

is a strong shape equivalence. But, C(p) is not shape shrinkable. We know

that if a map p: E-+B is shape shrinkable, it is a strong shape equivalence (see [8,

Corollary 3.3]).
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